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“Put a federal agency in charge of
the Sahara Desert, and it would
run out of sand.”
-Peggy Noonan

A Short Aside
for the 90’s
By Matt “Undercover Minority”
Villa ~ Daily Bull

Hello. Now look at your
professor, now back to me,
now back to your prof, now
back to me. Sadly, he isn’t
me, and because he’s not an
article in the Bull, he’ll never
be as interesting as me. Now
look down, back up, it’s me
about to start discussing a
fad from the 90’s that should
rise like a phoenix from its
own ashes of overuse.
Breakaway pants. If you were
raised at anytime during the
90’s, you know what these
are. For those who weren’t
or don’t remember, they are
those warm-up pants with
buttons on the side that are
easily removed by pulling off
forcefully. Now, these things
just haven’t disappeared;
they are still used by basketball players and other athletes, however they never
came to such prominence as
in the 90’s. Everyone wore
them, from the junior varsity
...see Pants Optional on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Team (Radical) Edward!

A Book Made of Human Faces:
a Comparison by John Pastore
the history of the Great Old Ones, gods
from beyond the stars, and their hideous
plans for the destruction of humanity in
the future. Facebook archives the embar rassing
things you
did while
First, the
drunk at
Necronomithat par ty
con doesn’t
last week,
really exist
speaks
outside [of
loudly the
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University].
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as the event
seems that
Mmmm... Tasty. The Necro-Nom Icon
approachthis intellectual property will end up outside of the es, it appears within the Facebook, as
public domain for the coming centuries. if it had always been present but only
Facebook acts in just the opposite way: now is being revealed. Given the sheer
most all the information you present audacity of some of these premonitions,
defaults to a hyper-public state, and you the terrifying accuracy only adds to the
details are readily available to a few cor- Facebook’s conquest of this sphere.
porations on an opt-out basis. Ridiculous
copyright vs public exposure of private Third, the Necronomicon was penned
by the mad Arab, Abdul Alhazard, an
individuals: a bit of a toss up.
adherent of the resting old gods and an
Second, the Necronomicon archives
...see d20+your life on back
Which the greater evil? The questionable
immoral Facebook, or the unspeakable
evil Necronomicon? While it would
seem an easy question, we have to really
examine this.

Remember Remember,
The Fifth of November...

Down Where It’s WETTER, ...
Brought to you by John Ernest

... Pants Optional from front

basketball players who never won a Trying to scar little kids for life down at
game to the fat kid that just liked the the park, FELONY!!! done and done.
convenience, these things were everywhere.
Getting ready to get in the game
while sitting on the bench? Well don’t
One of the best parts of these pants bother, you were picked last and
was just what
only picked
they were,
because the
pants
that
good team
at any time
n e e d e d
you could
even teams
just pull off.
for destroyImagine how
ing.
awesome
those would
As you can
be
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clearly see,
Think of the
this is a phepossibilities.
nomenon
Who wouldn’t go for more pants like that!?
About to
that should
sex up that
be brought
sexy lady on your bed, WHABAM!!!, back in force. As Kelly Clarkson sang
pants already off.
in her song Breakaway, you just need
to tear off your breakaway pants, and
Sitting on your ass playing WoW and go spread-eagle for your manager…
it’s getting a little too hot? KAZOW!!! was there something a about wings
what a nice breeze.
in that song? Never mind, not important. WEAR MOAR BREAKAWAY
PANTSUUUUUU!!!!
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... d20+your life from front

explorer of ancient cities of creatures
not like ourselves. It belies secrets
and rituals that reveal truths about our
existence that would drive the mortal
insane. Facebook was copied by Mark
Zuckerberg from the work of his [atthe-time] friends. It instead attracts the
insane to it, and steadily wears upon
their sanity with mind numbing ‘games’
and the social obligation to bear their
soul in text for all to see. We can see
that it renders people mentally unfit just look at how it affects their language.
Words being spoken in arcane codes
and numbers, like some vile spell casters. While the Necronomicon may tell
you how to summon a mind-warping
Old One, the Facebook has been far
more successful in ruining more minds,

“Frustrated” Sauron says about subjects
By Jon “Big-O” Mahan ~ Daily Bull

After last month’s rising rebellions
and wars in the kingdom of Mordor,
Sauron has come to realize that his
subjects, slaves, and peasants, may
be a little frustrated. It’s uncertain
what brought him to this conclusion.
Immediately following the largest
outbreaks of civil unrest last month,
Sauron has held a press conference
regarding the uproar.

I think what you can argue is that
maybe we’re in neutral. When I got
this empire, it was in a free-fall. And
it’s stabilized now. But, it might not
be going forward fast enough for
people to be under my control as
quickly as is necessary... so they think
that the empire is in reverse, when I
think you can only argue it’s in neutral.” Sauron retorted. Many reporters lost their lives that day for asking
questions that Sauron has explicity denied being able to be asked,
such as if he thinks that the empire
is in trouble, if he will be ousted by
another supreme overlord in 2012,
or if he thinks he has to do major
concessions to reach continue doing anything in the empire.

“It has become apparent to me that
some of my ‘subjects’ are... quite
angry with me. It would seem that
my over reaching hand and eye
have not gotten to them yet, allowing them the ability and the idea that
they can revolt. It is unfortunate,
and as supreme dictator, I take full
responsibility. I promise, that if I am I... am willing to work with the new
able to take them down, that this will rebellion... If they think there is a way
never happen again.”
I can better my control over the
people so that they are less able to
After losing in landslide revolts, many break from it, or perhaps less wantare beginning to question if maybe ing to break from it, then I’m all ears.
Sauron is out of touch with his sub- I’ll listen” He said, with a toothy grin.
jects, and maybe even, losing his It’s become apparent that Sauron is
ability to keep tabs on them, and be a bit lat. For nearly a year and a half
a good supreme dictator and over- now, rebellions have been popping
lord.
up everywhere across the empire.
It’s assumed that by 2012, all of Sau“I don’t think you can argue that. ron’s empire will be gone.
lives, and evenings.
Finally, let us look at their composition.
The Necronomicon is a book made
from an actual human face and is inked
in blood. The Facebook displays the
faces of everyone you know and love,
and is inked in PHP. Again, a bit of a
tossup. All together it is clear that the
Facebook is the greater of the two
evils, and as a representative of the
new Evil Empire, I welcome it.

The Troupe Presents: Chuck

YOU. HEY. I heard you
won a raffle from the Food
Court in the MUB! Yeah,
I’m talking to you, Kim
Gorbutt and Mark Dittenger.. Congratulations
etc. etc. blah blah balloons
happy joy.
But where’s MY PRIZE?!
Settle down, ostrich.
You’re not eligible anyway.
But, for humans, there’s an
ad in the Bull each Tuesday
that could win you prizes
from the MUB Keweenaw
Commons! They’re open
late now, all the way til 8!
Yummy yummy!

Charbeneau
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Come and learn to improv(e)
your skits, skills, and life!

EVENING

Chuck is a Troupe Alum and
expert improv artist. He’ll be
here tonight to show you the
ways! Come one come all!

7-10 P

Free Admission!
BE THERE! ...or else

ROTC
Gym
(Rm 4)

